PRODUCT BRIEF

Understand Today,
Plan For a Better Tomorrow
FortressIQ delivers a real-time, data-driven map of your business to help you uncover
transformational process insights – across all applications, through each department, and for
every single task. No matter what stage of the transformation journey you’re in, or what process
optimization goals you have, a thorough understanding of your business processes is critical for success.
But instead of spending millions of dollars and quarter after quarter trying to understand your business at the
DNA level, FortressIQ uncovers detailed insights at scale with automatic, continuous, and intelligent acquisition
of process data covering every system in your enterprise.

How it Works
FortressIQ follows the human instead of process logs
by using advanced computer vision, machine learning,
and artificial intelligence to capture every step in every
process across every system. It requires zero integration,
is universally compatible, and provides the privacy and
security of an on-premise solution.

Speed
Capture processes up to 90% faster
Scale
Automatically generate
documentation to create your
transformation roadmap
Accuracy

Our process intelligence platform enables secure,
automated business process discovery, modeling,
and documentation with accuracy and insights
previously unattainable by traditional methods. The
result is a crystal-clear view into the current state of
your organizational processes, plus easy, real-time
monitoring of changes to those processes.
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Easily capture 100% application
coverage across your enterprise
Efficiency
Frictionless deployment in
minutes with no integrations or
log files required

FortressIQ process intelligence is delivered through
two layers. First, desktop sensors capture a highly
granular, task-based event log at the user level and
across all systems. This happens automatically,
without interrupting users or impeding tasks, and
without any integrations to provide an accurate
and current system of record. Then, AI-powered
process discovery capabilities analyze down to
the individual subtask levels to define processes,
highlight opportunities for process re-engineering,
and identify use cases for automation.

Analyze Every Process for More Opportunities
The core of this technology is a joint AI model which has learned the individual types of objects which compose a
software screen, and the meanings of their labels and values. Essentially we can determine every control, like a drop
down list box or radio button, the label for that control, along with the data within that control. We then can redact
the data leaving only the empty software screen remaining.Security Without Compromises
As part of our ongoing commitment to deliver best-in-class security for our customers, we are audited by an
independent auditor to SOC2 type 2, ISO 27001:2013, and HIPAA standards in addition to Privacy Enhanced Gateway
(PEG). Our PEG also helps alleviate security and privacy concerns by using our AI and machine learning capabilities
to automatically filter out sensitive data before it leaves your premises, giving you complete control over the data
transferred to the FortressIQ platform.

Learn more about how FortressIQ enables accurate, automated process discovery in just a few weeks.
REQUEST A DEMO TODAY

About FortressIQ
FortressIQ enables enterprises to decode work, transform experiences, and enhance workflows with the industry’s most
advanced process intelligence platform. Using innovative computer vision and artificial intelligence, FortressIQ delivers
unprecedented process insights, extremely fast, and with detail and accuracy unattainable with traditional methods. The
platform autonomously acquires process data at scale even as processes extend across systems, empowering enterprises
to understand, monitor, and improve operations, employee and customer experiences, and every business process.
FortressIQ was founded in 2017, and is backed by Lightspeed Venture Partners, Boldstart Ventures, Comcast Ventures,
Eniac Ventures, M12 and Tiger Global. To learn more, please visit www.fortressiq.com
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